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Abstract:  Materiality is critical to the storytelling of an interior environment, 

contributing to its aesthetic, sensorial, and immersive experience. 
Experiencing Materiality, a project in a Materials and Methods 
course encourages students to critically consider a material’s 
properties while learning the importance of material exploration for 
concept generation. Through a sensorial storytelling approach to 
materiality, students understand the significance of developing a 
personal connection between the user and the place while working 
with core design elements (Ching 2007). As an introductory project, 
Experiencing Materiality builds on the premise that writing is ideally 
suited for the discovery, formation, and expression of ideas, 
particularly in personal and exploratory modes (Freisinger 1982). 
Utilizing poetry, the project link[s] writing to learning based on the 
principle that writing can be used as a tool in the classroom to 
facilitate the thinking process (Guerin, etal. 1999). In this spirit, 
poetry and writing are process tools that become a catalyst to apply 
material properties to the immaterial experiences presented in 
writing. 

 
Interior materials courses contain a lot of technical content 
traditionally taught in a lecture/text format. However, this mode of 
teaching is less effective, especially for our current digital native 
students where lectures are passive and disconnected (Millis 
2012). Using a sensorial experience project accompanied by a 
writing-based approach results in improved student understanding 
of material properties. Subsequent design projects are also 
enhanced as students specify materials based on their properties, 
going beyond simple aesthetics. Incorporating writing has been 
shown to result in more thoughtful design selections, reinforcing the 
importance of writing as a design process tool. Educating future 



interior designers to value the sensorial quality of materials 
encourages students to consider placemaking holistically. 
 

Learning Objectives:  

• Identify the properties and characteristics of a wide range of interior materials 
and finishes including their aesthetic, experiential, and sensorial qualities  

• Develop a creative approach to designing with and selection of interior finish 
materials  

• Understand the role materials play in early design concept generation  
• Introduce writing as a process tool to facilitate design thinking and development 

of  design concepts  
• Expand vocabulary and improve writing skills in the form of mind mapping, 

diagraming, and concept statements  
• Learn to clarify design intentions through written concept statements  
• Discover making through abstract materials palettes that express design thinking 
• Critical thinking through the intentional selection of inspirational images 

 
Criteria:  A variety of poems/haikus were selected, allowing for at least three 

students to have each poem/haiku, providing for several 
interpretations and a rich discussion during the presentation. 
Students draw their poem/haiku from a jar and keep it secretive 
allowing for the reveal to happen during the final presentation 
discussion. Based on their selected poem/haiku, students 
conceptualize and translate the experiential essence of their 
poem/haiku into a sensorial experience material palette. Using 
writing and visual imagery, students explore the essence of the 
poem/haiku through the introduction of two process tools: Mind 
Maps/Word Exploration Diagrams and Attribute Image Boards. 
These tools are used to aid in their selection of appropriate 
materials for their palette and the development of their concept 
statement. Elements in their Sensorial Experience Material Palette 
should include but are not limited to eight different types of 
materials such as wood, metal, stone/tile, solid surfaces, glass, and 
textiles of many kinds. Students are required to incorporate a 
minimum of one “found” element into the palette, either 
manufactured or from nature, but this cannot be something that 
would be considered an interior finish material. Images may be 
included within the palette. The use of color is critical, as is the use 
of various patterns and textures. The final palette should also tap 
into the five senses, engaging the viewer in a sensorial experience 
which utilizes smell, sound, touch, and even taste, going beyond 
just the look of the materials to engage the viewer and encourage 
interaction. The selection of the vessel to display the materials is 
also important as it is an extension of the overall experience. 

 



Process: The progression of this project begins with using words to produce 
a materials-based outcome.  

 
Students select a Poem/Haiku to inform ideas. The haikus selected 
by the instructor connect to nature reinforcing their studio project 
and subsequent materials and methods course projects which 
introduce biophilia. The use of poetry provides an opportunity to 
align with tangent or subsequent course content.  

 
Second, students develop Mind Maps/Word Diagrams to begin 
analyzing the written context, connotations, and sensorial imagery 
of the poems/haikus. Writing in the form of these exercises allows 
students to be more attuned to material qualities and more creative 
in their expression without a specific space in mind. 

 
Building upon their word diagram, students create Attribute Image 
Boards with words and visual imagery to form a bridge between the 
written and visual. As visual storytellers, the use of imagery is 
important to communicating a concept. Rather than selecting 
images that the students simply like, this aspect of the assignment 
teaches students to select inspiration images based on the qualities 
that were discovered through the word diagraming. Students are 
encouraged to consider a variety of macro and micro images that 
include people, place, graphics, nature, and sensory elements 
within their image selection. 

 
Finally, a Sensorial Experience Material Palette combines interior 
finish materials with “found” objects (flowers, vintage glasses, sea 
glass, etc.). The palette also integrates sensory elements (cookies, 
scented candles, sand, etc.) to encourage interaction and 
immersion. The combination of elements creates a cohesive story 
that reinforces the Attribute Image Board and narrative of the 
poem/haiku. Students also submit a concept statement, describing 
their interpretation of the poem/haiku and rational of material 
selection. Reinforcing the act of creative writing, the concept 
statement is intended to be more poetic and expressive in tone. 

 
Presentation Method: With their poem/haiku, process word diagram, and inspiration 

image board hidden, each student displays their sensorial 
experience material palette at their desk. Students then explore 
each palette before collectively discussion which pallet belongs to 
which poem. This discussion allows students to reflect on what 
materials and sensorial elements were ques to the attributes of the 
particular poem.  

 



A final digital presentation documentation is submitted to include 
the poem, their concept statement, all process elements (wood 
diagram and inspiration image board), and images of the sensorial 
material palette (overall and details). 

 
 
Evaluation: This project is worth 50 pts. The points are distributed in the 

following manner: 
  

Sensorial Experience Material Palette  30 pts. 
 Concept Statement     10 pts. 
 Word Diagram and Attribute Image Board  10 pts. 

 
Note: See the rubric for details. 

 
Credits: 3 
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Experiencing Materiality: 
        Using Poetry and Writing to Develop a  

Sensorial Experience through Materials  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Context:  

Materiality is critical to the experience of an interior space. Interior materials transform a white 
box into an immersive experience that transports the user to a whole new place. This project is 
an introduction to the role that interior finish materials play in the holistic interior experience, 
including their aesthetic and sensorial qualities. It is also an exploration of concept 
development, of how to utilize inspiration, in this case a haiku, to  provide design direction and 
guide the development of an experience that will be brought to life through the selection of 
materials. This project demonstrates the importance of early integration of materiality in the 
design process, using both the physical and non-physical properties of materials, to evoke a 
response from the viewers/users (people). As an introductory exploration in presenting material 
selections, this project is also an experimentation in the act of making a material palette, and the 
process of conceptualizing and communicating your ideas through written and graphic 
presentation.  

Assignment :  

Based on your selected haiku, you are to conceptualize and translate the experiential essence 
of your haiku into a material palette. In order to develop your palette, you will leverage a series 
of design process tools (demonstrated in class and studio). To begin, you will develop an 
attribute diagram that expands upon the haiku, providing the emotional and sensorial attributes 
that you attribute to the poetic experience of your haiku. Expanding, you will develop an 
inspiration board that visually captures those emotional and sensorial attributes. These two 
visuals will be utilized to aid in your selection of appropriate materials for your palette and 
captured in your concept statement.  
 
Elements in your material palette should include but are not limited to: 8 different types of materials 
such as wood, metal, stone/concrete, glass, and textiles of many kinds. You are required to incorporate 
a minimum of 1 “found” element into the palette, either manufactured or from nature, but this cannot be 
something that would be considered an interior material. Images may be included within the palette. 
The use of color is critical, as is the use of various patterns and textures, and it is important that you 
challenge yourself in this area. Your The final palette should also tap into the 5 senses, engaging the 
viewer in a sensorial experience which utilizes small, sound, touch and even taste, going beyond just 
the look of the materials to encourage the viewer and encourage tactile interaction. When selecting 
materials and organizing them in your palette, consider each material individually as well as how they 
work holistically to form your palette. For example, a blue tinted glass may evoke a sense of mystery, 
especially if it is used to partially obscure another material. Pay special attention to the palette’s 
composition, how you use the principles of design to communicate your concept and the haiku 
experience. 
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Presentation:  

 Your presentation should include: 
 

1. Mind Map/Word Diagram 
 

2. Attribute Image Board 
 
3. Sensorial Experience Material Palette: arrange your selected material into a 

vessel/board that is approximately 11x17. You must include a min of 8 interior finish 
materials from a range of types (hard/soft, application, natural/synthetic, etc) and 
considering a variety of textures, colors, patters, and typ. You must also include 1 “found” 
object.  

 
Note: Your selected poem should be creatively incorporated into the palette but not visibly 
seen. Your palette should strive to engage all 5 of the senses.  

 
4. Concept Statement: write a brief concept statement that explains how your palette 

captures the essence of the haiku. This should describe why you selected each of the 
materials and how each contributes to the overall physical experience of the haiku. You 
should also explain your concept for the composition of your palette, considering proportion, 
scale, harmony, hierarchy, balance, rhythm, etc.  

  
 
Evaluation:  

 This project is worth 50 pts. The points are distributed in the following manner: 
 Sensorial Experience Material Palette   30 pts. 
 Concept Statement      10 pts. 
 Word Diagram and Attribute Image Board  10 pts. 
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Examples: 
Traditional Material Boards 

 
 
Non-traditional Sensorial Material Palettes  
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Examples:  
Attribute Word Diagram 
 
 

 
(Image from 2018 collaborative retail studio team) 

 
 
 
Attribute Image Board 
 

 
(Image from 2018 collaborative retail studio team) 3130 Visual Positioning 2: Revolution

We believe ONEHOPE can be more than celebratory. They 
can be a beacon of hope for people in need. They can 
show how much they are passionate about these people. 
By creating a more crafted experience, catering to their 
customers passions to help those in need, they can create 
a more intimate experience between those who buy the 
wine, and those who they are impacting. ONEHOPE can be 
active, involved, and intentional with their cause. 

REVOLUTION
Visual Positioning 2



Experiencing Materials: Student Examples

Student 1

Haiku:
The webs of spiders
Sticking to my sweaty face
In the dusty woods

Attribute Image Board:

Sensorial Experience Material Palette:

Mind Maps/Word Diagram:



Student 2

Word Mapping Diagram

Haiku:
The webs of spiders
Sticking to my sweaty face
In the dusty woods

Attribute Image Board:

Sensorial Experience Material Palette:

Mind Maps/Word Diagram:Inspiration Image Board

Material Board

Material BoardMaterial Board

INteractive Element-Stirring Honey

Click on the video or the link here:
https://studio.youtube.com/video/s4Wx3AKCi1w/edit

Hidden Poem 



Student 3

Attribute Diagram

Haiku:
The wind brings
Fallen leaves enough
To make a fire

Attribute Image Board:

Sensorial Experience Material Palette:

Mind Maps/Word Diagram:

Aged

Crafted

W
arm

  Light

M
odest

Inspiration Board

Materials Palette

Materials Palette

Materials Palette

Materials Palette



Student 4

Haiku:
Deserted beach
Among sand castles
Broken shells

Attribute Image Board:

Sensorial Experience Material Palette:

Mind Maps/Word Diagram:



 
Project 1 Grade Sheet 
Experiencing Materiality: Using Poetry and Writing to Develop a Sensorial Experience 

through Materials  
 
Name: ____________________________________ 
 
 
Development of Sensorial Experience Materials Palette:      30 pts.  _____Pts. 

Design considerations: Color Pattern Texture Scale Balance Hierarchy  

Sensorial integration:  Taste Touch Smell Sound Sight 

Found object: 

 
Translation of poem to material selection:  
 
 
 
 
 
Overall presentation quality: 
 
 
 
 
Concept Statement:           10 pts. _____Pts. 

Clarity of ideas, explanation of materials used how & why    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Word Diagram and Attribute Image Board:       10 pts.  _____Pts. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Points Possible        50 pts.  _____Pts. 


